
 

                  TWEEDLY DEE(BAR)-Winfield Scott 
                                                   4/4  1...2...1234 
 

Intro:  |      |      |  (X2) 
 
 

                                                       
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dee, I'm as happy as can be 
 

                                                             
Jiminy Cricket, Jiminy Jack, you make my heart go clickity clack 
 

                      
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dee 
 

                                                                           
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dot, how ya' gonna keep that honey you got 
  

                                                                                    
Hunkies, hunkies, fishes bite, I'm gonna see my honey tonight, tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dot 
 

                                                                      
 Tweedly dee, tweedly dee,             give it up, give it up, give your love to me 
 

                                                                                         
 Tweedly dot, tweedly dot, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme all the love you got 
 
 
            Humty, um bum bum 
 
 
 



 
p.2. Tweedly Dee 
 
 

                                                     
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly doh, I'm a lucky so and so 
 

                                                                              
Hubba, hubba, honey do, I'm gonna keep my eyes on you, tweedly, tweedly, tweedly doh. 
 

Instrumental:                          
 

                                                             
 Tweedly doh, tweedly doh,            give that kiss to me before you go 
 

                                                                                   
 Tweedly dum, tweedly dum, lookie, lookie, lookie, lookie, look at that sugar plum, 
 
 
            Humty, um bum bum 
 

                                                                 
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum, you're as sweet as bubble gum 
 

                                                              
Mercy, mercy, puddin' pie, you've got somethin' that money can't buy 
 

                                                     
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum. Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum.  
 

                      
 Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
                              TWEEDLY DEE 
                                                   4/4  1...2...1234 
 
Intro:  | D  D+  D6 | D  D+  D6 |  (X2) 
 
    D                                               G9                              D 
Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dee, I'm as happy as can be 
                              D7                         G                            G9 
Jiminy Cricket, Jiminy Jack, you make my heart go clickity clack 
   D            A7                        D 
Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dee 
    D                                               G9                                                        D 
Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dot, how ya' gonna keep that honey you got  
                                  D7             G                            G9                     D             A7                       D   D7 
Hunkies, hunkies, fishes bite, I'm gonna see my honey tonight, tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dot 
               G9                               D    D7  G9                                                            D   D7 
 Tweedly dee, tweedly dee,        give it up, give it up, give your love to me 
               G9                               D     A7                                                 E7                                 A7        
 Tweedly dot, tweedly dot, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme all the love you got 
 
            Humty, um bum bum 
    D                                               G9                            D 
Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly doh, I'm a lucky so and so 
                             D7            G                              G9                  D            A7                       D    
Hubba, hubba, honey do, I'm gonna keep my eyes on you, tweedly, tweedly, tweedly doh. 
 
Instrumental:   D    G9     D     A7     D     
               G9                               D    D7    G9                                               D    D7 
 Tweedly doh, tweedly doh,        give that kiss to me before you go 
               G9                                  D      A7                                           E7                           A7        
 Tweedly dum, tweedly dum, lookie, lookie, lookie, lookie, look at that sugar plum, 
 
            Humty, um bum bum 
    D                                                   G9                                       D 
Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum, you're as sweet as bubble gum 
                             D7                G                                       G9                   
Mercy, mercy, puddin' pie, you've got somethin' that money can't buy 
    D            A7                        D                        A7                       D    D6 
Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum. Tweedly, tweedly, tweedly dum.  
 
 


